This eBook will offer 8 easy and proven steps for improving your corporate budgeting and planning process. You will see that by making a few small changes, you can transform this traditionally annual event into an ongoing process that is both strategic and effective.
Can you build a better budgeting process?

Budgeting is likely not high on your list of favorite things to do – or anyone else’s, for that matter. Nonetheless, budget time comes around each year like clockwork. Business units complain about the amount of time the process will take and managers grumble over conflicting goals. Meanwhile, it’s up to you to ensure that the budgets are submitted and approved on time.

So why do we do it?

Formal budgets not only limit expenditures; they also predict income, profits, and returns on investment a year ahead. Although it seems that we don’t like living with budgets, we certainly can’t operate effectively without them.

As finance leaders, we must do two things:

- Effectively articulate the reasons for a better budgeting process.
- Improve the budgeting process in order to minimize the headaches and maximize the positive outcomes.

Neither is easy, but both are possible, and the means for doing so are fairly straightforward.
Articulating the reasons for a better budgeting process

Finance professionals know the reasons for creating a better budgeting process, and yet those reasons are still difficult to articulate in a truly convincing way. The most important reasons for improving your budgeting process are:

**Planning**: Budgeting forces managers to create a definite and detailed financial plan for the coming year. To construct a budget, managers have to establish financial objectives for the coming year and identify exactly what has to be done to accomplish these objectives.

Budgeting can also yield other important planning-related benefits:

- Budgeting encourages a business to articulate its vision, strategy, and goals.
- Budgeting imposes discipline and deadlines on the planning process.

**Management control**: Budgets also serve a management-control function. Achieving the financial goals and objectives of the business requires comparing actual performance against benchmarks and holding individual managers responsible for keeping the business on schedule in reaching its financial objectives.

By using budget targets as benchmarks, managers can closely monitor progress toward (or deviations from) the budget goals and timetable. Significant variations raise red flags, in which case business unit heads can determine that performance is off course or that the budget needs to be revised because of unexpected developments.
8 Steps to Improving your Budgeting Process

Just as we can list a good number of reasons why a better budgeting process is needed, we could also list a number of reasons why some managers find the process painful. We will look at how the biggest pain points can be addressed.

The following are suggestions on how you can simplify your budgeting cycle, make the process less painful, and ensure that your organization gets the most out of its budgeting, planning and forecasting activities.

Step 1 - Align Your Budget to a Strategic Plan

The budgeting process is often completed in a silo – independent of the strategic plan – which can create a disconnect at the operational level. When this happens, the budget may communicate targets and focus energy and resources on areas in the near-term that are not aligned with the organization’s long-term strategy. A budgeting process that is aligned with the strategic plan can better focus the allocation energy and resources towards delivering on business objectives, tracking progress at an operational level and identifying and closing performance gaps.
Step 2 - Create a Clear Process and Workflow

Many times, Excel workbooks are sent out to all the managers involved in the budgeting process, to be completed and submitted. Then the finance team consolidates all of the numbers in an effort to push out the budget for that year. In other words, there is typically a lot of time lost to administering the budgeting process. It doesn’t have to be this way!

With budgeting technology available today you are able to deliver a visual workflow that is clear and transparent. This gives managers a clear understanding of the steps in the budgeting process, when those steps are due, and whether or not they are complete.

Having an automated workflow and progress reporting allows a budget supervisor or anyone involved in the approval process to see:

- how many contributors are in progress,
- how many have submitted their numbers,
- how many submissions have been rejected or approved, and
- whether there is anyone having challenges who may require assistance.

With a visual workflow, processes are more transparent and flow more smoothly with less need for manual checks and interventions along the way. Budget contributors and the finance team spend less time on the budget administration, leaving more time for analyzing the data and taking action.
Step 3 - Improve Accessibility

A major challenge that many organizations face is making it easy for contributors to complete the budget regardless of where they happen to be physically located.

There are solutions today that provide flexibility to budget contributors, offering them a variety of tools whereby they can access the budget application and submit their entries on time. Whether they are using a laptop or a workstation in the office or they are out of the office with access to a tablet, phone or other mobile device, there are modern budgeting solutions that give the ability to enter budgets on time using whatever device is most convenient.

Even if contributors do not have access to the Internet because they are out of range for service or on a plane, they have the ability to enter data offline and then upload the data to the budget at a later time when they do have connectivity.
Step 4 - Use Driver-Based Planning

Have you ever wondered how meaningful a budget is if the input required is not controllable or meaningful to the budget contributors? Using driver-based budgeting – an approach that bases financial forecasts on operational drivers – data can be broken down beyond the financial values into sub-components and drivers that the contributors are more familiar with and have more control over.

The rates can be established upfront and then the business unit managers simply input the units or values they control. The budgeting application then uses business logic to calculate the output automatically.

For example, on the sales side, you may ask a sales manager to enter the number of product units they are planning to ship, or the number of service hours they are planning to bill. The standard prices may be fixed in the system but they are given the ability to add a discount if required. On the payroll side, HR would set up the various employee pay grades in the application with appropriate benefits, taxes, fringe benefits, pension rates, etc. This means that the cost center managers would only need to consider the headcount and work schedule for the people who work within their cost center. They key in the date of hire and the pay grade (or employee class if that’s relevant) and everything else is calculated automatically using business logic. With capital expenditures, the different asset classes and depreciation rates would be set up in the system so that cost center managers need only enter the type and number of units, and perhaps the price of the asset they are buying. Other calculations such as depreciation would update automatically. Setting up a driver-based plan provides a more dynamic platform for testing scenarios and simulations using the different drivers.
Step 5 - Test Scenarios and Simulations

In many cases, when budgets are being developed by teams it is an exercise of entering what is “expected to happen.” Teams may simply enter their best guess into the template and then they are done for the year – the “chore” is over. Now imagine how much more meaningful and interactive it would be if you could provide those teams with the ability to test different scenarios and do simulations in order to test their assumptions. In fact, there are software solutions that provide the capacity to set up models that allow for these comparisons.

Contributors have the ability to look at best case and worst case scenarios and make comparisons. For example, if we want to achieve our target growth in sales next year, how many more units would we have to sell and can this volume be achieved at this price? What would happen to our bottom line if the exchange rate changed dramatically next year? As these realities begin to play out through the year, the budget can be adjusted accordingly to enable easy re-forecasting of the rest of the year.
Step 6 - Support with Explanations

What good is it to enter values into a budget without adding comments or annotations to explain where those values are coming from? For example, if there is a spike in units in July for some reason, how do we find out where that spike is coming from? When you are building next years’ budget and looking back at the previous year you see no explanation for that spike, you will have to track the person down and hope they remember their reasoning.

There are budgeting solutions available that provide this ability to store comments and supportive documents as attachments that are tied to particular data points. This feature provides value to the budget reviewers who are able to understand where the values are coming from, as well as to the budget contributors who can look back at last years’ budget and review their own comments and assumptions which may well have some relevance to the upcoming budget year.
Step 7 - Reforecast, Reforecast, Reforecast!

A classic problem with completing an annual budget is that it essentially loses accuracy as the year progresses. Assumptions are made at the beginning of the year, but the reality is, things change in ways that are unpredictable. After a month or so, the annual budget often becomes irrelevant. The next tip is to reforecast, and do this by enabling contributors to easily update their budgets throughout the year. As opposed to doing budgets annually or even biannually, make the process so simple that they can do it quarterly or monthly. Budgeting applications allow individuals to look at the actuals for the year-to-date and then reforecast for the remainder of the year, or perform rolling forecasts so that the budget remains accurate and relevant all the time.
Step 8 - Automate Reporting, Charts, KPIs

A big challenge many experience is the time involved in building and sending out monthly reports to the different groups within an organization. Closing out the month, doing variance analysis in Excel, and sending out the management reports manually each month puts a lot of strain on IT and finance – and that’s before different groups start asking for ad-hoc reports and data!

There are budgeting tools that automate reporting, charting and KPI dashboards and make them accessible to everyone as needed. These tools also give business users the ability to do ad-hoc reporting on their own, greatly reducing the strain on finance and IT. At the senior management level and the board of director level, it is even possible to provide an interactive flip-book that is accessible on any kind of device and automatically refreshes each time the database updates. This allows for highly interactive meetings and facilitates more meaningful data-driven discussions where members can drill into the data together. This also saves hours of time from finance and IT, the groups that were historically required to produce the various reports.
Why Budgeting and Planning Technology Matters

**Simply put, it’s about time.** There is simply no way to escape the fact that the budgeting process is a fundamental activity – and a time-consuming one. In fact, the budgeting process can absorb up to 30 percent of senior executives’ and financial managers’ time, and takes up to four or five months to complete? *(AccountingWeb)*

Luckily, there are budgeting tools available today that can help speed up the administrative tasks, allowing more time to be spent analyzing and making sense of the financial information.

Technology has such a significant impact because it puts all the information a manager needs in front of them. For example, a manager will need to know the business unit’s goals, its performance against those goals, areas for improvement and insight into future. The budgeting system takes care of it all.

However, the most profound effect of technology is that **it can turn the budgeting cycle into an ongoing process**. It does this by making it easy for budget contributors and managers to compare actual performance to their budget on an ongoing basis, and by providing reminders that ensure managers regularly provide updates to the budget. Most importantly, approaching budgeting as an ongoing process as opposed to a once-a-year event means that organizations are allowing contributors and managers to engage in ongoing performance management and make changes on the fly. Budgets are dynamic and not meant to be set and forgotten until 12
months later. In order for business units to work towards goals, they must be able to respond to and update their budgets on an ongoing basis. This ongoing data capture doesn’t just mean that there is better information at the year-end; it is, as we shall see, the basis for better decision-making.

**Action item:** Is your budgeting and planning software effective? If not, start researching options.


The budgeting process is a necessity in most organizations – despite the pains it can cause. However, if done properly, organizations can benefit from budgeting in numerous ways.

The good news is that:

- We can communicate why it is not only necessary, but very important for any organization to have a better budgeting process.
- We can solve the worst pain points by improving and automating the budgeting process.
- Technology makes the process *much* better; while technology is never the whole solution to any management problem, budgeting systems can take a process that simply isn’t working and provide the foundation for an effective and ongoing planning process.
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